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Abstract
To solve complex tasks, intelligent agents first need to explore their
environments. However, manually providing feedback to agents during
exploration can be challenging. We focus on self-supervised exploration,
where an agent explores a visual environment without yet knowing the
tasks it will later be asked to solve. While current methods often learn
reactive exploration behaviors to maximize retrospective novelty, we learn
a world model from images to plan for expected surprise. Novelty is
efficiently estimated as ensemble disagreement in the latent space of the
world model. Exploring and learning the world model without rewards,
our approach, Plan2Explore, efficiently adapts to a variety of control
tasks with high-dimensional image inputs. For code and videos, see:
https://ramanans1.github.io/plan2explore/
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Introduction

The dominant approach in sensorimotor
learning is to train the agent on a fixed
set of tasks specified apriori either via rewards using reinforcement learning, or from
demonstrations using imitation learning. We
are interested in the case where an agent is
consistently confronted with new tasks it
has never experienced before. In this case,
learning every task from scratch is inefficient.
How can an agent solve many tasks quickly?
Instead of training the agent on each task
as it becomes available, one approach is let
the agent first explore the environment before it knows the task. To explore complex
environments with high-dimensional inputs
in the absence of rewards, the agent needs
to follow a form of intrinsic motivation.
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Figure 1: The problem setting for this paper.
We train an agent to explore to efficiently learn
the dynamics in an unsupervised way, and later
adapt to the task at hand, such as walking,
running, flipping, or standing.

Intrinsic motivation can be defined as aiming to learn about the environment, by striving
for novelty. For example, this can be implemented by seeking out states the agent cannot
yet predict accurately (Oudeyer et al., 2007; Pathak et al., 2017; Schmidhuber, 1991),
encouraging trajectory diversity (Eysenbach et al., 2018; Klyubin et al., 2005), or visiting
rare states (Bellemare et al., 2016; Burda et al., 2018; Lehman & Stanley, 2011; Poupart
et al., 2006). Most of these self-supervised approaches internally build a model-free policy to
explore, which can later be finetuned for novel tasks given as a reward function. However,
finetuning model-free agents requires large amounts of interaction with the environment to
learn each downstream task. Moreover, using model-free approaches is similarly inefficient
for the exploration phase due to their inability to use up-to-date novelty estimates.
* Equal contribution. This is a 4-page version of the full paper available at the project website.
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Figure 2: Overview of planning to explore via latent disagreement. (a) The latent dynamics
model first encodes the input images. It then generates a sequence of compact model states
conditioned on the image embeddings and actions. The model is learned by reconstructing
the images from the model states. Additionally, we train an ensemble that predicts the next
image embedding given a model state. (b) Given the world model and ensemble, we learn
long-term behaviors by latent imagination. The intrinsic reward for learning the actor and
value models is the variance of the ensemble at each time step.
In this work, we address both of these challenges — inefficient exploration as well as
adaptation — within a common framework while learning directly from high-dimensional
image inputs. Instead of maximizing intrinsic rewards in retrospect, our agent explicitly
plans for expected novelty in a forward-looking manner. For this, the agent first learns
a world model from its past interaction, and uses its current estimate to imagine future
trajectories and learn a strategy for exploring novel transitions. The policy is optimized
purely from imagined trajectories to maximize the intrinsic rewards computed by the model
itself, following the framework of model-based active exploration (Lindley, 1956; MacKay,
1992a; Shyam et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2011) previously used for low-dimensional problems. We
adapt these ideas from active exploration to the zero-shot reinforcement learning framework,
where, when faced with downstream tasks, the same model can be used to plan for goal
states in a zero-shot manner.
We evaluate our approach on 11 control tasks with image inputs, without access to lowdimensional states nor any task rewards during exploration, where it achieves state-of-the-art
zero-shot adaptation performance. Moreover, we empirically quantify the following scientific
questions: How does planning to explore compare to a supervised oracle and other model-free
and model-based intrinsic reward objectives? How much task-specific experience is enough to
finetune a self-supervised model to reach the task performance of task-specific agent? To what
degree does a self-supervised model generalize to unseen tasks compared to a task-specific
model trained on a different task in the same environment? What is the advantage of
maximizing expected novelty in comparison to retrospective novelty?
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Planning to Explore

We consider a learning setup with two phases, as illustrated in Figure 1. During self-supervised
exploration, the agent gathers information about the environment and summarizes this past
experience in the form of a parametric world model. After exploration, the agent is given a
downstream task in the form of a reward function that it should adapt to with no or limited
additional environment interaction.
We approach this setup by learning a global world model during exploration. This is achieved
by training an exploration policy inside of the world model to seek out novel states as
estimated by ensemble disagreement. Crucially, this intrinsic reward can be evaluated
without generating images, which allows efficient massive parallel learning to quickly to
react changes in the non-stationary intrinsic reward. During adaptation, we can efficiently
2
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Figure 3: Performance on few-shot adaptation from raw pixels without state-space input.
After the exploration phase, when the agent does not observe the reward and thus does
not solve the task, we let the agent collect a small amount of data from the environment.
The phases are separated by a red dotted line. Model-based curiosity is a version of our
approach trained with the ICM objective (Pathak et al., 2017). We see that our agent
is able to explore the environment efficiently in only 1000 episodes, and then adapt its
behaviour immediately after observing the reward. Our agent adapts rapidly, producing
effective behavior competitive to state-of-the-art supervised reinforcement learning in just a
few collected episodes.
optimize a task policy by imagination inside of the world model. Since our self-supervised
model is trained without being biased toward a specific task, a single trained model can be
used to solve multiple downstream tasks.
2.1

Latent Disagreement

A successful exploration strategy should explore the environment such as to collect new
experience that improves the model the most. We use the model uncertainty as the exploration
objective. Quantifying uncertainty is a long standing open challenge in deep learning (Gal,
2016; MacKay, 1992b). In this paper, we use ensemble disagreement as one of the empirically
successful methods for quantifying uncertainty (Lowrey et al., 2018; Osband et al., 2018). As
shown in Figure 2, we train an ensemble to predict, from each model state, the next encoder
features. The variance of the ensemble serves as the estimate of uncertainty.
Intuitively, because the ensemble models have different initialization and observe data in a
different order, their predictions differ for new data. Once the data is added to the training
set, however, the model predictions converge and the disagreement decreases. When the
environment is fully explored, the models should converge to identical predictions.
Formally, we define a bootstrap ensemble of one-step predictive models with parameters
{wk | k ∈ [1; K]}. Each of these models takes a model state st and action at as input and
predicts the next image embedding ht+1 . The models are trained with a normal squared
error or Gaussian log-likelihood,
Ensemble predictors: q(ht+1 | wk , st , at ) , N (µ(wk , st , at ), 1).

(1)

We quantify model uncertainty as the variance over predicted means of the different ensemble
members and use this disagreement as the intrinsic reward irt , D(st , at ) to train the
exploration policy,

(2)
D(st , at ) , Var {µ(wk , st , at ) | k ∈ [1; K]}
Since the intrinsic reward can be computed in the compact representation space of the
latent dynamics model, we can optimize the learned actor and value from imagined latent
trajectories without generating images. This lets us efficiently optimize the intrinsic reward
of the current model and ensemble without additional environment interaction.
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Figure 4: Do task-specific models generalize? We test our exploration agent on zero-shot
performance on four different tasks in the cheetah environment from raw pixels without
state-space input. Throughout the exploration, we take snapshots of the agent to train a
task policy on the four tasks and plot its zero-shot performance. In addition to random
exploration, we compare to an oracle agent that uses the data collected when trained on the
run forward task in a supervised way. Although the oracle trained on ’run forward’ is able
to solve both running tasks, it struggles on both flipping tasks, indicating that it has not
learned a complete model of the environment.
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Experimental evaluation

Our experiments focus on evaluating whether our Plan2Explore agent is able to fulfill the
original motivation: how to efficiently explore and build a model of the world that allows it
to quickly adapt and solve tasks in zero or few-shot manner.
Experimental setup. To optimize both exploration and task polices, we use a state-of-theart model-based RL agent, Dreamer (Hafner et al., 2019). For latent disagreement, we use
an ensemble of 5 one-step MLP prediction models. We compare our agent to a task-oriented
oracle that receives reward information throughout training. We also compare to a random
data collection policy, and model-based curiosity, a version of our method that uses the
model prediction loss as intrinsic reward (Pathak et al., 2017). All compared methods share
the same model hyperparameters.
3.1

Zero-shot and few-shot transfer to new tasks

To test whether our agent has learned a global model of the environment that can be used
to solve new tasks, we evaluate zero-shot as well as few-shot performance of our agent. Our
agent learns a model without using any task-specific information. After that, a separate
task agent is trained, which optimizes the task reward using only the model learned in an
unsupervised way and no new data. To specify the task, we provide the agent with the
reward function that is used to label its replay buffer with rewards. We report both agent’s
zero-shot performance, i.e. performance before collecting any task-specific data, and few-shot
performance, i.e. performance after collecting few episodes with task information available.
The zeros-shot performance can be seen at the point where the curve jumps up.
Our method performs competitively even with the supervised oracle in the zero-shot setup,
and matches or outperforms the performance of the oracle eventually in the few-shot setup.
Moreover, we see that our method based on latent disagreement overall performs better than
other exploration strategies in both zero-shot and few-shot setup.
3.2

Do task-specific models generalize?

If the quality of our learned model is good, it should be transferable to multiple tasks. In
this section, we test the quality of the learned model on generalization to multiple tasks in
the same environment. We devise a set of three new tasks for the Cheetah environment,
specifically, running backwards, flipping forwards, and flipping backwards. We compare to
the oracle that collects data on the running forward task. Figure 4 shows that while the oracle
performs well on both running tasks, it fails to solve the flipping tasksOur agent performs
well across all tasks, outperforming the oracle on the flipping tasks. This indicates that the
model learned by our agent is indeed global, while the model learned by the task-oriented
oracle fails to generalize to significantly different tasks.
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